FACULTY STUDIES TEST PROBLEM

The faculty is considering making changes in the test program. They will hold a meeting to decide on it. They believe the value of the testing can be improved.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CLASSES
INVESTIGATE LOCAL ACTIVITIES

Seventh Grade

Each class has a committee to investigate recreational centers, and travel facilities. Those on movie committee interview managers of theaters, see how things are run behind the scene, so to speak. Those on travel committee visit such places as pitch's travel bureau and learn how they are run. Radio committees are visiting local stations to see how they are run.

Teacher—Miss Thompson
Movie committee—Bertram Friedman and Louis Mayersohn
Radio—Arthur Ferguson
Travel—Angela Snae

Teacher—Miss Vogtner
Movie committee—Sue Dorsay, Sue Hoyt, Emily Phillips, John Prince
Radio—Tom McCrackon
Travel—Roger Getting

Teachers—Misses Kalichman and Reintjes
Movies—Beatrix Sternfeld and Norma Silverstein
Radio—Arnold Goldberger, Sanford Bookstein, Arden Flint.

Teachers—Misses Metcalf and Rockefeller
Movies—Folita Schain and Patricia Peterson
Radio—George Stinman and Jean Figursky
Travel—Inez Warshaw.

All of the seventh grades are having moving pictures today at 2:30. The pictures will be on Mexico.

Eighth Grade Classes

About twenty students from eighth grade visited the assembly at the capital Monday evening, January 9. The students are studying a unit on community government, and this trip was held in conjunction with it.

SEVENTH GRADE PRESENTS PLAYS

The seventh grade Drama club presents the following plays in class. Some of the characters and plays are as follows.

Aunt Matilda’s Fortune, written by characters; Aunt Matilda, Eleanor Yeagur; Mother, Anne Jane Rockenstyr; Father, Claude Varner; Peaches, Amelia Snare; Plum, Patricia Sergent. Radio, written by characters; announcer, Roslyn Mann; Fred allen, Bertrom Friedman; Jack B enny, Louis Mayersohn. Scene from Tom Sawyer, by Carl and Moira; Tom Sawyer, Arthur Ferguson; boy, Henry Oppen- hein; Any Laurence, Betty Petig. The Princess Who Had Her Shoes, announcer, Sylville Brown; king, Robert Bectett; prince, Louis Austin; princess, Betty Beak.

Section 8 of the seventh grade presented The Freshman Fullback. The cast included Mr. Osborne, Kenneth Collier; Mr. Gilhooley, Bruce Hassen; copywriters Harry Mosher and Tom Dyer; Sports editors, Harold Dodge, Ernest Seely, and Charles Hopkins; editor, William Bekor; doctor, Arthur Summers. The committee were costumes, Joan Figursky; stage, James Koflar; and Kenneth Collier. Their other play was The Gift of the Magi. The cast was Dalle, Harriet Rypkins; Jim, Edwin Lucke; storekeeper, Folita Schein; passerby, Patricia Peterson.

Section 4 gave the following plays, with Sanford Bookstein as master of ceremonies. Uncle Podger Has a Picture, by Jerome K. Jerome; Uncle Podger, Harry Mosher; Arden Flint; Aunt Podger, Betty Lou Terry; the family, Leonard Jones, Janice O'Connell, Marilyn Bennett. The Dentist and the Girl, by Stephen Leacock; dentist, Arnold Goldberger; patient, Norma Silverstein; assistants, Ruth Porth and Janet Johnston. Recitations of tongue twisters went as follows: Peter Piper, Peter Piper; Betty bolt, Betty Lou Terry; Visit the Mists, Beatrice Sterpheld; a Tutor Who Tooted a Flute, Sanford Bookstein; Thelonious Thistle, Melissa Eagle; Hottentot Tot, Norma Silverstein.

Section three’s plays were as follows. The Creek of the Hummingbirds, by H. Longfellow; skipper, Mann Stephenson; his daughter, Helene Keller; first mate, Alfred Kelly; sailor, Marice Foster. Hump-n-stiltskin, Miller, Henry Guntel; Miller’s daughter, Jean Oksnes; king, Roger Getting; Hump-n-stiltskin, David Ball.
KEEP MILNE SPOTLESS

Milne should be kept clean at all times. Waste paper is hidden in the corners and under lockers. Some people seem to think the locker rooms are a special place for rubbish. Remember, everybody, the school is in your hands, so take good care of it. Did you ever hear the old saying, "Don't eat in the halls"? Well, then, don't eat in them. This has been suggested hundreds of times. By now you should know it by heart.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

Jean Dorsey, typewriter; Leonard Jonas, ski poles and sled; Sue Hoyt, radio; Marilyn Bates, suitcase; Alvin Bingham, basketball; Ruth Short, bathrobe, Janet Johnston, fitted suitcases; Barbara Bookstein, scarf, mittens and hat; Marion Shermhorn, watch.

Bob Kohn, typewriter; Louis Mayerson, developing set; Joyce Knapp, watch; Betty Hoyt, two pups and a elephant; Arnold Baskin, a title in newspaper; Miriam Boice, locket; Norm Silverstein, shoes; Marge Sisselmar, two evening gowns and a cape; Corinna Edwards, camera.

IT ISN'T A COMPLETE

Milne doesn't think it is nice for certain people to open lockers and collect souvenirs. Before you do the collecting, you should think of the name you give Milne. This article doesn't mean that all people do the collecting.

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF——

—Sue Hoyt wrote a story in the "C and W"?
—Personal columns weren't censored?
—Lois Katuski sold her skates?
—The "C and W" had some good editorials?
—Miran Horton didn't wear a certain ring?
—Barbara Russell didn't wear a strange ring?
—Bud Mayerson ate in the annex?
—Etheloo Gould didn't write club news?
—Pris Smith was on the basketball team?
—Joyce Knapp returned a book to the library on time?
—There were noise in the library?
—Ed Bookstein was seen without a camera around his neck?